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Introduction

The liver performs a number of critical physiological functions. 
In addition to producing a variety of important proteins and 
cholesterol, the liver is responsible for processing nutrients, pro-
ducing bile and removing toxins from the blood. It is this last 
function that is particularly significant medically, because the 
liver provides one of the major avenues of drug metabolism and 
excretion. Accordingly, a major component of pharmacology in 
drug development involves understanding how the liver trans-
ports candidate compounds. However, it is frequently equally 
important to understand how candidate compounds impact liver 
transport, effects that may manifest themselves in drug-drug 
interactions or in liver injury. Indeed, drug-induced liver injury 
is the single biggest source of failure of drugs in development1 
and the primary reason for withdrawal of approved drugs from 
the market.2

The fundamental process of liver transport is one in which 
compounds present in the blood are transported into hepatocytes, 
where they may be metabolized and secreted into the bile. While 
simple in concept, the process is actually quite complex. First, the 
liver transports a diverse array of substrates via a large number 
of different transporters with overlapping specificities, making it 
difficult to attribute transport to a particular transporter pathway 
or to predict drug-drug interactions. Second, vectorial transport 
depends upon the abundance and polarized expression of spe-
cific transporters to either the sinusoidal (blood) or canalicular 
(bile) membranes, both of which are acutely regulated in tim-
escales varying from minutes3,4 to days.5-7 Finally, while hepatic 
transport is generally schematized in terms of a single hepato-
cyte, the process is actually mediated at the functional level of 
the lobule; blood flowing from the periportal to pericentral veins 

Intravital microscopy has a long history of application to studies of the liver. here we demonstrate how intravital 
multiphoton microscopy may be combined with digital image analysis to quantitatively evaluate the effects of drugs on 
hepatocyte transport in vivo.
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sequentially encounters hepatocytes with varying expression of 
different transporters, each regulated differently in response to 
cholestatic injury.8-10

Because of this complexity, it is frequently difficult to predict 
the in vivo effects of drugs from those observed in cultured cell 
systems. On the other hand, it is nearly impossible to identify 
the underlying mechanism of transport effects from the compos-
ite readouts provided by traditional animal pharmacology and 
toxicology studies. As described below, we have developed meth-
ods of quantitative intravital microscopy that support analysis of 
hepatic transport in vivo at the level of individual hepatocytes, 
providing a powerful tool for understanding complex effects on 
hepatic transport.

Results

The liver is well-suited to the specific requirements of intravi-
tal microscopy. The liver can be easily exposed and imaged with 
minimal surgical preparation and manipulation. The liver is a 
homogeneous organ, in that processes of drug transport, drug 
distribution and cellular function can be characterized by sam-
pling cells located within the working distance of the microscope 
objective, without the need to surgically expose deeper regions 
of the liver. Various aspects of liver function can be investigated 
using probes that are simply introduced via intravenous injection. 
Accordingly, intravital microscopy has been applied to a wide 
range of studies of the liver. Intravital microscopy has been almost 
routinely used to characterize microvascular flow in the liver,11-13 
but has also been used to assay hepatocyte cell death14-20 apopto-
sis,21 inflammatory cell infiltration,22-24 microvascular permeabil-
ity,25-27 mitochondrial function,14,15,17-19,28,29 steatosis,30,31 tumor 
angiogenesis32 and fibrosis.33 Fluorescent transport substrates 
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cell systems, it is more difficult to achieve in intravital micros-
copy, especially in the liver, whose proximity to the diaphragm 
makes it particularly susceptible to respiration-induced motion.

We have combined two approaches that together minimize 
motion artifacts in intravital microscopy of the rat liver. First, 
we have developed a procedure in which the surgically exposed 
liver is essentially tethered to a coverslip-bottomed dish with 
gauze (as fully described in the Methods section). As shown in 
Figure 1A, the liver of the living rat is then imaged from below 
via an inverted microscope. Using multiphoton fluorescence 
microscopy, this arrangement provides access to depths up to 
100 microns into the rat liver. Second, to minimize the effects of 
residual vertical tissue motion (along the optical axis), we collect 
3D image volumes (5–6 focal planes, spaced 1 micron apart) at 
each time point. By converting each of these volumes into a single 
maximum projection image, images of structures located within 
the image volumes will be consistently collected throughout the 
entire time series, regardless of small vertical translations in the 
tissue, and the quantitative effects of vertical motion minimized.

The effectiveness of these approaches is demonstrated in an 
experiment in which we collected a time series of image volumes 
from the liver of a rat that had received an intravenous injection 
of Hoechst 33342, a DNA-binding fluorophore that labels nuclei 
in vivo.43 Over the course of 12 min, 75 image volumes were 
collected. Each volume was converted into a single maximum 
projection, and the series of maximum projections was assembled 
into a time series. Presented in Video S1, this time series shows 
impressive stability with imperceptible lateral motion in hepato-
cyte nuclei. Readers may also notice migratory cells, likely to be 
NKT cells, patrolling the sinusoids. Figure 1B shows the first 
image in this time series, and the inset shows an intensity profile 
of a 3 pixel wide line through 4 nuclei (on the horizontal axis) 
collected over the entire 75 image time series (arrayed along the 
vertical axis). This image demonstrates that the sample has been 
immobilized to single pixel lateral stability (0.6 microns).

Quantitative microscopic analysis of sodium fluorescein 
transport in the rat liver. Sodium fluorescein (also known as 
uranine) is the sodium salt of fluorescein, a fluorescent anion. 
In one of its first applications in 1877, fluorescein was used to 
demonstrate that the Danube sinkhole, into which the Danube 
river disappears several times a year, is the source of water emerg-
ing from the Aatchopf spring, some 12 km away. Still used in 
environmental studies, sodium fluorescein is widely used clini-
cally, particularly for retinal angiography, a procedure in which 
fluorescence imaging is used to evaluate retinal perfusion. With 
minimal toxicity (LD

50
 of 1 g/kg in rats), sodium fluorescein 

has been frequently used as a fluorescent probe in intravital 
microscopy studies of hepatic transport,34,35,39,40,44,45 although it 
has only recently been demonstrated to be a specific substrate 
of the human and rat organic anion (OAT/Oat) transporters.46 
Like many other substrates transported by hepatocytes, fluores-
cein is rapidly glucuronidated in the cytosol following hepatocyte 
uptake,47-49 making it an appropriate model probe for the anion 
glucuronate transporters Mrp2 and Mrp3.

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of hepatic transport of 
fluorescein following intravenous injection. First, limited to the 

have also been used in combination with intravital microscopy to 
characterize hepatic transport in vivo.34-42 As outlined below, we 
have adapted and extended the approaches used in these studies 
into quantitative assays of hepatocyte transport.

Immobilization of the liver for high resolution microscopy. 
The transport assays described below are based upon measure-
ment of the changes in fluorescence in subcellular compartments 
over time after intravenous injection of fluorescent transport 
substrates. Quantifying changes in fluorescence in structures as 
narrow as the bile canaliculus requires extraordinary specimen 
stability. While this kind of stability is easily achieved in cultured 

Figure 1. Immobilization of the rat liver for intravital microscopy. (A) 
Schematic diagram of how the liver is presented to the microscope 
objective for microscopy. (B) Maximum projection of an image volume, 
consisting of 6 images collected 1 micron apart, from the liver of a living 
rat after intravenous injection of hoechst 33342, which labels cell nuclei. 
This image is the maximum projection of the first of 75 sequential 
volumes collected over a period of 12 min. The time series of projected 
images is shown in Video S1. Inset - an XT image of the time series of 
image projections. This image shows the intensity along a 3 pixel wide 
line profile through 4 adjacent nuclei (horizontal axis) over the 12 min 
interval (vertical axis). Scale bar represents a distance of 50 microns.
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Effect of rifampin on sodium fluorescein transport in the 
rat liver. In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the liver trans-
port assays, we evaluated transport in rats treated for 4 d with 
rifampin, an antibiotic used to treat tuberculosis, and a potent 
inhibitor of rat and human organic anion transporters.50-54 The 
time course of fluorescein redistribution over 6 min in rifampin-
treated and vehicle-treated control rats is shown in Figure 3. 
The top three panels show that, similar to the results shown in 
Figure 2, fluorescein rapidly redistributes from the sinusoids into 
the hepatocyte cytosol and canaliculi in a control rat. In con-
trast, over this same time interval fluorescein appears to remain 
restricted to sinusoids in rifampin-treated rats. The difference in 
transport between the two rats is clearly demonstrated in Video 
S3, which shows a time series of 40 projected image volumes of 
these two fields collected over 6 min. These observations are sup-
ported with quantitative analyses, summarized in Figure 3G and 
H. As in Figure 2E, quantitative analysis of the vehicle-treated 
control rat demonstrates rapid hepatocyte uptake and canalicular 
secretion. In contrast, the rifampin-treated rat was characterized 
by a protracted retention of fluorescein in the sinusoids, minimal 
cytosolic uptake and undetectable canalicular secretion.

Although we are interested in measuring changes in the con-
centration of fluorescent probes in different compartments over 
time, we actually measure changes in detected fluorescence, 
which is a function not only of probe concentration, but also 
the efficiency with which fluorescence is stimulated, collected 
and converted into a digital signal. Thus, if measurements from 

sinusoids (left compartment in left panel), fluorescein is rap-
idly internalized into hepatocytes by organic anion transporters 
(middle panel), and subsequently secreted into bile canaliculi 
(right panel). Figures 2B–D show corresponding projection 
image volumes collected from the liver of a living rat following 
intravenous injection of a bolus (2.5 mg/kg) of sodium fluores-
cein. Careful comparison of these images shows that, fluorescein 
is limited to the sinusoids at infusion, beginning to appear in 
hepatocytes by 60 sec and finally brightly accumulating in cana-
liculi within 3 min of infusion. The kinetics of this redistribu-
tion are clearer in Video S2, which shows a time series of 122 
projected image volumes collected over 10 min. Essentially iden-
tical results to those presented in Figure 2 have been obtained in 
5 additional rats.

In order to quantify hepatic transport, we identified 44 hepa-
tocytes in the field shown in Figure 2, and for each, demarcated 
a 10 pixel region of interest in the canaliculus, surrounding cyto-
sol and adjacent sinusoid. For each cell, we quantified the mean 
fluorescence in each of these regions for each time point, cor-
recting for background by subtracting the mean value measured 
just prior to infusion. The results of this analysis are presented in 
Figure 2E. The rate of hepatocyte uptake can be quantified as the 
initial rate of linear increase in mean fluorescence in the hepato-
cyte cytosol (mean of 1391 AU (Arbitrary Units of fluorescence) 
per minute) and the rate of canalicular secretion as the initial rate 
of linear increase in mean fluorescence in the canaliculus (mean 
of 1263 AU per minute).

Figure 2. Time course of sodium fluorescein transport in the rat liver. (A) Schematic diagram of the sequential appearance of an intravenously-intro-
duced bolus of sodium fluorescein first in the sinusoid (left panel), then in the hepatocyte cytosol (middle panel) and finally in the bile canaliculus 
(right panel). (B –D) Maximum projections of image volumes collected in the liver of a living rat at the time of infusion of a bolus injection of sodium 
fluorescein (B), 60 sec after infusion (c) and 3 min after infusion (D). Sodium fluorescein appears first in the vasculature immediately after injection, 
subsequently redistributing to the hepatocyte cytosol and ultimately to the bile canaliculi. Nuclei are labeled with hoechst 33342, introduced prior to 
injection of sodium fluorescein. The entire time series of 122 maximum projections collected over ten minutes is shown in Video S2. Scale bar repre-
sents a distance of 100 microns. Inserts at top right of each panel show 2X magnifications of a region at the mid-bottom of the field. (e) Quantification 
of the mean fluorescence of 44 regions in the hepatocyte cytosol (closed circles), adjacent canaliculi (open circles) and adjacent sinusoid (crosses) over 
a period of 5 min. probe injection was conducted at approximately 30 sec.
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detection settings. Figure 3I shows the results of quantitative 
analysis of fluorescence microscopic studies of 3 rifampin and 
2 vehicle-treated rats, all conducted with identical microscope 
settings. Since we anticipate that hepatocyte uptake of sodium 

different studies are to be pooled for comparison, they must be 
collected from the same depth in the liver, identical laser illu-
mination levels, an identical excitation wavelength and pulse 
duration, the same objective lens and identical photomultiplier 

Figure 3. effects of rifampin on transport of sodium fluorescein in the rat liver. A - c - Maximum projections of image volumes collected in the liver of 
a living rat 10 sec (A), 2 min (B) and 6 min (c) after injection of sodium fluorescein. (D–F) corresponding images collected from the liver of a rat treated 
for 4 d with 250 mg/kg rifampin by oral gavage. Nuclei are labeled with hoechst 33342, introduced prior to injection of sodium fluorescein. Whereas in 
the vehicle-treated rat, sodium fluorescein rapidly redistributed from the sinusoids to the hepatocyte cytosol to the bile canaliculi, sodium fluores-
cein is largely retained in the sinusoids in the rat treated with rifampin. Scale bar represents a distance of 50 microns. The time series of 40 maximum 
projections collected over 6 min for both the control and rifampin-treated rats is shown in Video S3. (G) Quantification of the mean fluorescence of 28 
regions in the hepatocyte cytosol (closed circles), adjacent canaliculi (open circles) and adjacent sinusoid (crosses) collected from the vehicle-treated 
rat over a period of 7 min after bolus injection of sodium fluorescein. (h) Quantification of the mean fluorescence of 26 regions in the hepatocyte cyto-
sol (closed circles), adjacent canaliculi (open circles) and adjacent sinusoid (crosses) collected from the rat treated with rifampin over a period of 7 min 
after bolus injection of sodium fluorescein. (I) plots of cytosolic uptake rates as a function of mean sinusoid fluorescence (quantified during the first 30 
sec) for three rats treated with rifampin (circles) and 2 rats treated with vehicle alone (squares).
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which transport was quantified using 6-carboxyfluorescein diace-
tate (6-CFDA) as a probe. Unlike sodium fluorescein, 6-CFDA 
is membrane permeant and essentially non-fluorescent. However, 
upon exposure to esterases (for example in the hepatocyte cyto-
sol), 6-CFDA is cleaved to form 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-CF), a 
molecule that is both highly fluorescent and charged. The charge 
renders the molecule membrane impermeant, so that its secretion 
can be used to assay efflux transporter activity. Previous stud-
ies have verified that its efflux is mediated by Mrp2 and Mrp357 
and 6-CFDA has been used to quantify hepatocyte transport in 
vitro56 and in vivo.37,38

The results of studies using 6-CFDA to assay the effect of 
rifampin on canalicular secretion are summarized in Figure 4. 
Figure 4A shows an example of a projected image volume col-
lected from the liver of a vehicle-treated living rat, 6 min after 
intravenous injection of 6-CFDA. The accumulation of 6-CF in 
the cytosol and especially the canaliculi in the control rat con-
trast with the much dimmer fluorescence found in hepatocytes 
in the liver of a rat treated with rifampin (Fig. 4B). The differ-
ence in transport between the two rats is clearly demonstrated 
in Video S4, which shows the time series of projected image 

fluorescein will follow a Michaelis-Menton function of concen-
tration in the sinusoid, we have plotted the initial rate of probe 
uptake (the rate of increase in mean cytosolic fluorescence over 
the first 30 sec after probe injection) as a function of measured 
concentration in the sinusoids (the mean fluorescence in the adja-
cent sinusoid space over this same time interval). This plot clearly 
demonstrates that rifampin significantly reduces the rate of hepa-
tocyte uptake over a range of different sinusoid concentrations. If 
data are pooled for each condition, rifampin decreased the mean 
rate of uptake from 1412 to 434 AU per minute, a reduction 
of nearly 70%. These results demonstrate that, consistent with 
previous studies of cultured cells, rifampin inhibits hepatocyte 
organic anion uptake in vivo.

Effect of rifampin on hepatocyte secretion in the rat liver. 
Previous studies of cultured rat hepatocytes indicate that rifampin 
also inhibits Mrp2-mediated canalicular secretion.55,56 Assaying 
the effect of rifampin on hepatocyte secretion using sodium fluo-
rescein as a probe is confounded by the fact that rifampin sig-
nificantly blocks hepatocyte uptake of sodium fluorescein (Fig. 
3). In order to circumvent this problem, we evaluated the effects 
of rifampin on canalicular secretion in a second set of studies in 

Figure 4. effect of rifampin on secretion of 6-carboxy fluorescein in the rat liver. (A) Maximum projection of an image volume collected from the liver 
of a living rat 6 min after injection of 6-cFDA. (B) corresponding projection image collected from the liver of a rat treated for 4 d with rifampin. Nuclei 
are labeled with hoechst 33342, introduced prior to injection of sodium fluorescein. Whereas in the vehicle-treated rat, 6-cF fluorescence rapidly 
accumulates to high levels in the bile canaliculi, 6-cF accumulates more slowly and to a lower level in canaliculi of the rat treated with rifampin. Scale 
bar represents a distance of 50 microns. The time series of maximum projections collected over 12 min for both the control and rifampin-treated rats 
is shown in Video S4. (c) Quantification of the mean fluorescence of 36 regions in the hepatocyte cytosol (closed circles) and adjacent canaliculi (open 
circles) collected from the vehicle-treated rat over a period of 7 min after bolus injection of 6-cFDA. (D) Quantification of the mean fluorescence of 27 
regions in the hepatocyte cytosol (closed circles) and adjacent canaliculi (open circles) collected from the rat treated with rifampin over a period of 7 
min after bolus injection of 6-cFDA. (e) plots of the rates of canalicular secretion as a function of mean cytosolic fluorescence (quantified from 1.5 to 3 
min after injection) for three rats treated with rifampin (circles) and 3 rats treated with vehicle alone (squares).
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anion transporters,50,52,53 we interpret our results to indicate that 
chronic treatment with rifampin results in inhibition of organic 
anion transporters in the liver of rats.

While we observe a net decrease in canalicular secretion 
in rifampin-treated rats, the decrease was proportional to the 
decreased amount of fluorescent probe delivered into the cytosol, 
and thus most easily explained by an effect on uptake. This result 
contrasts with previous fluorescence microscopy studies indicat-
ing that rifampin reduces canalicular secretion of dichlorofluo-
rescein in cultured hepatocytes55,56 and studies of transfected cell 
systems indicating that rifampin blocks human and rat MRP2-
mediated transport.53,55,56,58 The basis of this difference is unclear, 
but may reflect differences between the in vitro and in vivo con-
text of the different studies.

It is unclear why so little 6-CF was observed in the hepatocyte 
cytosol and canaliculi of rats treated with rifampin. In this regard, 
the studies of Zamek-Gliszczynski and colleagues57 may be infor-
mative. These studies found that 6-CFDA is rapidly hydrolyzed 
to 6-CF when incubated with 20% rat blood. Thus, in contrast 
to assumptions that 6-CF accesses the hepatocyte cytosol in vivo 
via its membrane-permeant parent compound 6-CFDA, 6-CF 
uptake may instead depend upon active transport of the hydro-
lyzed 6-CF from the sinusoids, a process that our data indicate 
would be profoundly inhibited by rifampin.

Digital image analysis can extend intravital microscopy into a 
quantitative tool, but quantitative analysis of fluorescence inten-
sity data places rigorous requirements on the methods of image 
collection. In order to interpret the kinetics of transport from 
changes in the fluorescence in a microscope image, one must 
ensure that fluorescence signals are collected in the linear range 
of the detectors, that a reliable estimate of background is mea-
sured and a level of spatial and temporal resolution obtained with 
sufficient signal-to-noise to capture the relevant kinetics. In order 
to pool data collected in different studies, consistent collection 
parameters must be fastidiously maintained, using the same opti-
cal components and the same detector and illumination settings 
(ideally verified by collecting images of fluorescent standards). 
Intravital microscopy incurs additional complications for quanti-
tative analysis. Since signal levels decrease as a function of depth 
in living tissues, measurements must be obtained from the same 
depth in the organ, or measured as a quotient that corrects for 
the effects of depth. Capturing changes in fluorescence in sub-
cellular structures requires methods of tissue immobilization 
that are not necessary for studies of cultured cells. Although we 
have developed methods of physical immobilization that provide 
this level of stability for studies of the liver, such stabilization is 
more complicated in other organs. We recently described a digital 
image analysis approach that we developed to correct for nonlin-
ear motion artifacts in intravital microscopy images of the lung 
and other organs.59,60

While the physiology of the sample is always a concern in 
studies of living samples, intravital microscopy requires addi-
tional accommodations to ensure that the experimental animal 
is both properly sedated and physiologically supported. However, 
even with these precautions, local injury to the imaged tis-
sue must be considered. For example, in our studies evidence 

volumes for both control and rifampin-treated rats collected over 
12 min after 6-CFDA injection. Whereas in the control, 6-CF 
fluorescence rapidly appears and accumulates in the hepatocyte 
cytosol and canaliculi (without appearing in the sinusoids), 6-CF 
fluorescence slowly accumulates to modest levels in the canaliculi 
of the rifampin-treated rat.

These qualitative observations are supported by the quantita-
tive analyses of the kinetics of 6-CF fluorescence in the cytosol 
and canaliculi of control and rifampin-treated rats, examples of 
which are shown in Figure 4C and D, respectively. While these 
curves demonstrate that rifampin profoundly slowed net cana-
licular secretion of 6-CF, the effect of rifampin on Mrp2 activity 
is less clear when one factors in differences in the cytosolic con-
centration of 6-CF. Figure 4E shows the results of studies of 3 
control and 3 rifampin-treated rats, in which the initial rates of 
canalicular secretion (measured as the mean rate of fluorescence 
increase in the canaliculi over the interval between 1.5 and 3 min 
after probe injection) are plotted as a function of mean cytosolic 
fluorescence (during the same interval). The essentially linear 
relationship between the rate of canalicular secretion and mean 
cytosolic fluorescence in the combined data indicates that trans-
port of 6-CF into canaliculi is substrate-limited in the range of 
cytosolic concentrations of 6-CF obtained in these studies. While 
the rates of canalicular secretion of rats treated with rifampin are 
lower than those for vehicle-treated rats, they fall on the same lin-
ear relationship between secretion rate and cytosolic fluorescence 
found for vehicle-treated rats, consistent with the idea that the 
slowed secretion observed in rifampin-treated rats results simply 
from reduced amount of cytosolic 6-CF. Consistent with this 
interpretation, the 4-fold decrease in transport rate agrees well 
with the 3.5 fold decrease in cytosolic concentration. Thus, while 
these data demonstrate that rifampin clearly decreases transport 
to canaliculi, they do not indicate an effect on Mrp2 activity.

Discussion

The studies presented here demonstrate how the spatial and tem-
poral resolution provided by intravital multiphoton microscopy 
can be combined with digital image analysis into a quantitative 
tool for understanding complex drug effects on hepatic transport 
in vivo. Intravital microscopy provides the capability to dissect 
hepatic transport in ways traditionally associated with studies of 
cultured cells, but in the relevant context of the intact animal 
model.

In particular, studies of rats demonstrated that repeated 
administration of rifampin causes a significant reduction of 
hepatocyte uptake of sodium fluorescein in vivo. This result 
is consistent with previous studies in which rifampin has been 
found to inhibit hepatic uptake in cultured rat hepatocytes51 and 
perfused rat liver.53 However, our results are novel in that they, 
(1) demonstrate that rifampin blocks uptake by hepatocytes in 
the intact liver in vivo, (2) demonstrate that rifampin blocks 
the initial step of uptake into the cytosol and (3) demonstrate 
that inhibition occurs with chronic administration of rifampin. 
Based upon previous studies demonstrating that rifampin inhib-
its transport in cell systems expressing human and rat organic 
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of bilirubin that is refluxed by hepatocytes after conjugation (via 
Mrp3 and/or Mrp4). In this model, vectorial hepatic transport 
is an iterative process, involving multiple rounds of uptake and 
secretion by different hepatocytes arrayed sequentially along the 
periportal-pericentral axis of the liver lobule.

Our in vivo data are broadly consistent with this model. In 
addition to suggesting a significant sinusoidal reflux of internal-
ized probes, our studies consistently identify significant differ-
ences in transport along the periportal-pericentral axis of the 
liver lobule. Figure 5 shows a montage of 3 image volumes col-
lected from the liver of a living rat, 10 min after intravenous 
injection of sodium fluorescein. Using blood flow to establish 
the periportal and pericentral regions of the liver, we consistently 
observe significantly lower levels of cytosolic fluorescein in peri-
portal hepatocytes (at left and right in the field of Fig. 5) than 
in pericentral hepatocytes (center of the field in Fig. 5), consis-
tent with the notion of enhanced hepatocyte reflux in periportal 
hepatocytes.

In summary, we have demonstrated how intravital microscopy 
can be used to directly measure individual processes of hepatic 
transport in vivo, providing unique insights into the dynamics of 
hepatocyte transport. Results presented extend previous studies 
of cultured cells, demonstrating that rifampin inhibits uptake of 
organic anions by hepatocytes in vivo and provide support for 
an iterative model of hepatic transport. Although used here to 
evaluate the effects of chronic rifampin treatment, the ability to 
analyze processes occurring in the timescale of seconds to min-
utes also provides intravital microscopy with the unique ability 
to detect acute, or transient drug effects which, when combined 
with additional readouts of injury,43,60,62-66 provides the potential 
to characterize the chronology of cholestatic liver injury. Since 
cholestatic drugs can induce complex changes in transport and 
metabolism within minutes of administration, these kinds of 
characterizations may be critical to understanding the causes and 
progression of cholestatic liver injury.

of minimal capsular inflammation was observed in 12/19 rats 
following intravital microscopy, as compared with 0/10 in rats 
that had not undergone microscopy. While these inflammatory 
responses are unlikely to affect the kinds of short-term kinetic 
analyses reported here, they must be considered in long-term or 
longitudinal studies.

Finally, one must understand the characteristics of the fluo-
rescent probe to be used for quantitative studies. Although both 
sodium fluorescein and 6-CF have been validated as probes for 
assaying hepatic transport function, data collected with these 
probes must be evaluated cautiously. As noted above, our data 
suggest that 6-CF loading of hepatocytes may not effectively 
occur by free permeation of 6-CFDA in vivo as it does in vitro. 
In addition, the fluorescence of fluorescein is environmentally 
sensitive, so that the amounts of fluorescence in different com-
partments cannot necessarily be used as accurate indicators of the 
amount of probe in different compartments. Fluorescein fluores-
cence is quenched at low pH, and is reduced by protein binding 
and glucuronidation. The significance of fluorescein’s pH sen-
sitivity for evaluating hepatic transport is likely to be minimal, 
since its itinerary through the liver does not include particularly 
acidic compartments. Since the vast majority of fluorescein is 
bound to serum proteins following intravenous injection,48 the 
effect of protein binding may be more significant. Thus, com-
parisons of fluorescence levels in different compartments must be 
tempered with consideration of potential differences in protein 
binding. Finally, because the majority of fluorescein is glucuroni-
dated within 30 min of intravenous injection,47,48 a modification 
that reduces fluorescein fluorescence by 85–95%,47,48 long-term 
kinetics studies using sodium fluorescein as a probe may be dif-
ficult to interpret.

Although the factors discussed above suggest that caution 
must be applied to interpretations of relative fluorescence levels 
in different cellular compartments, one of the more surprising 
results of the studies presented here is that there appears to be a 
large disparity between the rate at which sodium fluorescein is 
transported into hepatocytes and the rate at which it is secreted 
into canaliculi. In each of the three control rats studied here, the 
rate at which the mean fluorescence of the cytosol increased (1562, 
1263 and 1391 AU per minute) approximately equals the rate at 
which the mean fluorescence in canaliculi increased (1735, 841 
and 1263 AU per minute). When one considers the vastly larger 
volume of the cytosol relative to the canaliculus, the comparable 
increases in the mean fluorescence of the cytosol and the cana-
liculus suggest that much more probe is internalized into hepato-
cytes than is secreted to the canaliculus. While this observation 
conflicts with the simple, vectorial model of hepatic transport, it 
is supported by recent studies suggesting that sinusoidal reflux is 
an important component of hepatocyte transport. Studies from 
the laboratory of Schinkel have associated conjugated hyperbili-
rubinemia with the absence of functional organic anion trans-
port function in both mice and humans.54,61 Since organic anion 
transporters are believed to be responsible for delivery of biliru-
bin to the hepatocyte cytosol, where conjugation occurs, this is a 
surprising result. In the model used to explain these results, the 
authors suggest that organic anion transporters mediate re-uptake 

Figure 5. Spatial variability in sodium fluorescein transport in the rat 
liver. Montage projection of 3 image volumes collected from the liver 
of a rat 10 min after intravenous injection of sodium fluorescein. Nuclei 
are labeled with hoechst 33342, introduced prior to injection of sodium 
fluorescein. Whereas periportal regions (left and right in the field) show 
dim cytosolic and bright canalicular fluorescence, pericentral hepato-
cytes (center of the field) are characterized by a stronger partitioning of 
probe to the cytosol. Scale bar represents a distance of 100 microns.
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25X, NA 1.05, IR optimized water immersion objective. This 
system is mounted to an IX81 inverted microscope stand, 
equipped with a Spectraphysics MaiTai DeepSee titanium sap-
phire laser (Spectraphysics) with a four channel external detector 
system using 380–480 nm, 500–550 nm and 560–650 nm bar-
rier filters. In both cases, fluorescence was excited using 800 nm 
illumination and images collected at a rate of approximately one 
frame per second, with stacks for each time point collected at a 
rate between 6 and 12 per minute.

For intravital microscopy, the rat is gently place onto the 
microscope stage, and the coverslip bottomed dish is taped to the 
stage adaptor. To keep the rat and liver at a normal body temp, 
zoological heating pads are placed beneath the rat, an objec-
tive heater is placed on the objective, and a heating blanket is 
placed over the rat. For transport studies, images are collected 
immediately after injection of a bolus of sodium fluorescein (SF, 
Sigma-Aldrich, 2.5 mg/kg) or 6-Carboxyfluorescein diacetate 
(6-CFDA, Sigma-Aldrich, 0.2 mg/kg) diluted in 0.9% sterile 
saline to a total 0.4 mL, injected via the jugular cannulation.

Data analysis and presentation. Quantitative image analy-
sis was conducted using Metamorph image processing software 
(Molecular Devices). Quantitative analysis was conducted on 
raw image data, but images presented in Figures were both con-
trast enhanced (re-setting minimum and maximal values, and 
adjusting gamma to 0.85) and smoothed, using a Gaussian fil-
ter. In color images, the visibility of Hoechst-labeled nuclei was 
enhanced by selectively adjusting the hue, saturation and light-
ness of the blue channel. In all cases, images to be compared 
were processed identically and in such a way that the processing 
preserved the visibility of both the dim and bright structures of 
the original image. Images were processed, assembled into figures 
and annotated using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe). Graphics were 
produced and summary statistics obtained using Kaleidagraph 
(Synergy Software).
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Materials and Methods

Preparation of the rat for intravital microscopy. All animal 
studies were conducted in compliance with the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines of Indiana 
University. Adult Sprague Dawley rats, weighing between 180 
and 300 g, were sedated with 5% Isoflurane, weighed and 130 
mg/kg Inactin was administered intraperitoneally for anesthe-
sia. During surgery, the rat is placed on a heating pad in order 
to maintain the rat’s body temperature. Additionally, the rat’s 
body temperature is monitored using a rectal thermometer and 
the rat’s heart rate is monitored visually. In order determine that 
the rat is anesthetized, the rat’s reflexes are evaluated through 
pinching of ears and feet. Once anesthethetized, a 3 cm x 1.5 
cm L-shaped incision is made in the neck, a jugular cannulation 
is placed using PE 50 tubing filled with sterile 0.9% saline and 
attached to a Luer stub adaptor and 1 mL syringe, and the neck 
is sutured with 3–0 black silk sterile suture. At this time, a bolus 
of Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen, 2 mg/kg) diluted in 0.9% sterile 
saline to a total 0.4 mL is injected into the jugular line to label 
cell nuclei. To expose the liver for imaging, a 4 cm incision is 
made across the torso 1 to 2 cm below the middle of the rib cage. 
A wet (0.9% saline) 2 x 2 gauze sponge is gently placed below the 
left lateral liver lobe. The liver is secured for microscopy by teth-
ering the liver to the bottom of a Willco coverslip-bottomed dish 
(GWST-5040), as follows. Tape is placed on the periphery of the 
glass window of the dish, and cyanoacrylate glue is applied to 
the tape. The glass is pressed to the liver and the gauze on either 
side of the liver is gently pressed and glued to the tape using 
cotton-tipped applicators. Sterile 0.9% saline is then placed in 
the coverslip-bottomed dish to keep liver moist throughout the 
imaging session. For evaluation of the effects of rifampin, ani-
mals were administered either rifampin (250 mg/kg) or vehicle 
(25% PEG400, 5% DMSO in purified water) by oral gavage 
daily for four days prior to analysis.

Intravital microscopy. Data presented in Figures 1, 3 and 
4 were collected using an Olympus Fluoview 1000 laser scan-
ning confocal microscope system modified for multiphoton fluo-
rescence excitation imaging, using an Olympus 20X, NA 0.95 
objective. The system is mounted to an IX81 inverted micro-
scope stand and is modified with the addition of a Spectraphysics 
MaiTai titanium sapphire laser (Spectraphysics), a Pockels cell 
electro-optical attenuator (Conoptics Inc.,), a Keplerian collima-
tor/beam expander and a custom designed, 3 channel external 
detector system equipped with gallium arsenide phosphide detec-
tors (Hamamatsu) and 380–480 nm, 500–550 nm and 560–650 
nm barrier filters. Data presented in Figures 2 and 5 were col-
lected using an Olympus Fluoview 1000 MPE laser scanning 
confocal/multiphoton microscope system, using an Olympus 
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